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Learner personas serve as representations for general groups of learners who will take 
your training. 

The best and most accurate personas are embodiments of real audience data and 
analysis. This data could come from in-person interviews with learners or online surveys 
that ask learners about their learning styles, experiences on the job, and what support 
they need for different training topics. 

But when it's not possible to talk with your learners directly; don't fret! 

Talk with subject matter experts or managers about their experiences and the stories 
they've heard from the field. Ask them what daily challenges your learners face in their 
job, and what feedback they’ve heard about current training practices. Your LMS 
Administrators may have additional training information from your learners including 
demographics, previous training performances, and other trends.

Getting Started
To learn more about learner personas, visit our blog.

https://www.reflectionsoftware.com/blog/using-learner-personas-for-empathy-driven-training?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=696db65c-1df0-4fb6-a2e6-9542279c5510%7C92846623-a94d-4e68-bfec-07269ed2a370


After collecting data, consider the following as a basis for your persona…

• Patterns of behavior

• Similar attitudes towards processes

• Common requests

• Common challenges

By identifying patterns and grouping together commonalities, you can use 
learner data and trends to build your personas.

Getting Started
To learn more about learner personas, visit our blog.

https://www.reflectionsoftware.com/blog/using-learner-personas-for-empathy-driven-training?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=696db65c-1df0-4fb6-a2e6-9542279c5510%7C92846623-a94d-4e68-bfec-07269ed2a370


Personas are made up of different sections of background information to help 
guide your training decisions. 

The next slide will detail the purpose of each section of our persona, but don’t be 
afraid to add or remove sections based on the needs of your project and team.

Learner Persona Sections
To learn more about learner personas, visit our blog.

https://www.reflectionsoftware.com/blog/using-learner-personas-for-empathy-driven-training?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=696db65c-1df0-4fb6-a2e6-9542279c5510%7C92846623-a94d-4e68-bfec-07269ed2a370


Section Guide

Bio

A persona’s bio is comprised of their general background 
and story. They help ground your persona and bring them 
to life! Consider work history, job experience, and hobbies 
as potential details to include.

Learners have different attitudes towards training, as well 
as different topics. Is your persona excited by the 
training/topic? Nervous? Indifferent? Identifying attitudes 
can help shape how you deliver your training.

How does this persona like to learn?  Do they prefer 
training in-person or online?  What technology, platforms, 
or devices will they train on? Do they take notes by hand? 
Learning preferences can provide some different ideas to 
incorporate or consider into your training.

Goals can be related to a persona’s job or to their personal 
life. They help you identify areas that your training can 
support your learners’ growth. Make sure to reach beyond 
the typical goals that you think all learners should have.

Pain points are areas where this persona struggles or 
experiences frustration. It could be that a policy is too 
confusing, that they have limited time, or that they aren’t 
tech savvy. These will help you adjust your training to be 
more accessible to your learners.

Goals

Pain Points

Attitude Towards Training

Learning Preferences

Motivators

Motivators are what drive a persona’s behavior. For 
example, someone who is motivated by fear would pay 
closer attention to a warning about safety procedures that 
could potentially lead to injury. This can help you craft the 
message to your learners.

To learn more about learner personas, visit our blog.

https://www.reflectionsoftware.com/blog/using-learner-personas-for-empathy-driven-training?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=696db65c-1df0-4fb6-a2e6-9542279c5510%7C92846623-a94d-4e68-bfec-07269ed2a370


Motivators
To learn more about learner personas, visit our blog.

Motivators are often one of the most confusing sections for those who are new 
to creating learner personas. Many use motivators as additional insight into what 
drives a learner’s behavior. 

When setting up your persona ask yourself, are they motivated by…
• Achievement – awards, excelling

• Power – gaining leadership/authority positions, rising through the ranks

• Incentive – monetary gain, promotion, or other concrete reward

• Fear – fear of consequences

• Growth – personal growth, skill development, and learning

• Social – relationships with others

Motivators can help you craft messages in your learning that resonate with learners. But if your team 
doesn’t find them useful, don’t let them bog down your process!

https://www.reflectionsoftware.com/blog/using-learner-personas-for-empathy-driven-training?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=696db65c-1df0-4fb6-a2e6-9542279c5510%7C92846623-a94d-4e68-bfec-07269ed2a370


Goals

Pain Points

Bio

Learning Preferences

Attitude Towards Training

Motivators

Achievement

Power

Incentive

Fear

Growth

Social

Age:

Job Title:

Time in Role:

Job Function

Defining Traits



Goals

Pain Points

Bio

Learning Preferences

Attitude Towards Training

Motivators

Achievement

Power

Incentive

Fear

Growth

Social

Age:

Job Title:

Time in Role:

Job Function

Defining Traits

I'm excited to be taking the next step 
towards my dream job – but I really wish 

there were more hours in the day!

Jennifer has always wanted to run  her own business and feels that 
she is that much closer to uniting her passion and her career by 
choosing to earn her degree online. 

She is the mother to two young children and her schedule is filled 
trying to balance their schooling and online classes and their 
activities. She’s often watching lessons or finishing coursework while 
cooking dinner or at the park while watching her kids.

• Earn business degree in 3 years

• Open her own plant shop

• Perform well in all of her classes

• Struggles to find time to complete 
coursework

• Is constantly starting and stopping lessons 
and loses track of where she was

• Has to re-watch sections of videos often if 
she misses visuals while multi-tasking

• Knows her degree is essential to her aspirations but gets 
bored watching lectures

• Course work isn’t always her highest priority

• Likes to complete lessons on her tablet

• Prefers self-paced learning

• Appreciates peer support and discussions

Jennifer G.

32

Part time student / 
Entrepreneur

2 years

Trying to earn her business 

degree in 3 years

Driven, multi-tasker, ambitious, 
social, friendly



Goals

Pain Points

Bio

Learning Preferences

Attitude Towards Training

Motivators

Achievement

Power

Incentive

Fear

Growth

Social

Age:

Job Title:

Time in Role:

Job Function

Defining Traits

The harder I work, the more shifts I get—
and the more money I can save.

This is Derek’s first job. He’s still in high school. He currently gets rides 
to work and is saving up money to buy his first car. He’s ambitious 
and thinking about where he will be going to college next year.

Derek is still completing his onboarding and learning about Green 
Mart.

• Learn professional interpersonal skills and how to talk to 
customers

• Learn about & display a good work ethic

• To perform well at his job get noticed by his manager as a hard 
worker and valuable team member

• Gets frustrated when people do things slowly

• Gets frustrated when things don’t make sense or are confusing

• Doesn’t feel like he gets recognition for being hard working

• Gets distracted easily

Thinks most training is common sense and not necessary. 
Doesn’t see the point of training or why he has to spend so 
much time doing training.

• Prefers training to be straight and to the point

• Likes quick, bite-sized training/learning

• Prefers to read at his own pace

• Visual learner

Derek West

17

Cashier

New Hire

Ringing up orders, thanking the 
customer, keeping his work area 
clean

Friendly, efficient, impatient, 
tech-savvy



Goals

Pain Points

Bio

Learning Preferences

Attitude Towards Training

Motivators

Achievement

Power

Incentive

Fear

Growth

Social

Age:

Job Title:

Time in Role:
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Defining Traits

If everyone pitches in and does their job 
right; everybody wins.

Barbara has been working in retail for over 25 years. She has been a 
loyal team member at Green Mart for over 15 years. Her previous 
employer was another retailer in the area. Barbara’s helpful attitude 
and knowledge of retail makes her a great team lead.

She has 2 children who are both adults and out of the house. She 
enjoys spending time with her family and volunteering her time at 
her church.

• Save for retirement

• Maintain a happy and healthy work environment for her and her 
team

• Make sure customers leave the store with a lasting positive 
impression

• Encourage and mentor younger team members to grow and take 
responsibility in their roles

• Resistant to change in procedure/policy from corporate because of her 
long time experience in the stores

• Struggles with digital training

• Often interrupted during training by her duties and assisting other team 
members

• Managing team members who are resistant to authority or training

Thinks training is a helpful and powerful tool for getting the 
entire team on the same page. However, she wishes the 
team could spend more time on-the-floor with real 
customers.

• Prefers in-person and one on one training

• Hands-on learning and learning by doing

Barbara Lewis

52

Team Lead

15+ years

Oversee sales associates, assist 
customers, keep store organized 
and clean

Helpful, knowledgeable, loyal, 
rigid/stern, motherly, managerial
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Power
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Growth
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Time in Role:

Job Function

Defining Traits

It's really cool to see how Green Mart runs 
its daily operations firsthand.

Carrie is a college student who only works in between semesters or 
during breaks. She struggles with customer interactions and has 
received feedback from managers on improving her interpersonal 
skills. 

However, Carrie is a hard worker and very efficient. She is studying 
business but does not have plans for after she earns her degree.

• To display more confidence and become more comfortable talking 
and working with others

• To finish her business degree and figure out what comes next in 
her career

• Gets flustered when transactions don’t go smoothly

• Feels uncomfortable speaking up to her managers at work when 
she needs support

• Is frustrated by the lack of clear direction on how to improve her 
customer interactions and interpersonal skills 

• Gets irritated by training that is too long or getting stuck because 
she isn’t sure what to do next

Believes she needs to complete her training quickly since she 
is just a seasonal employee. Doesn’t necessarily see the 
benefit of spending too much time investing in her training.

• Likes to take training online while in the break room

• Learns best from training that simulates customer 
interactions

• Prefers smaller, bite-sized training

Carrie Warner

26

Cashier

2 years (seasonal)

Ringing up orders, thanking the 
customer, keeping her work area 
clean

Shy, intelligent, quiet, hard 
worker, easily flustered



Additional Resources

Using Learner Personas for Empathy Driven Training

Putting Personas to Work in UX Design
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